Abstract. Three recently developed evaluation methods for the automated quantitative analysis of Xray scattering data (small-angle (SAXS) and wide-angle (WAXS)) are presented. They are applicable to extensive series of 2D patterns that are recorded in studies of polymer materials with uniaxial symmetry. The experiments comprise time-resolved studies (melting, crystallization, mechanical properties and fatigue) as well as microbeam-scanning for the study of nanostructure gradients. The methods appear suitable to manage the data flood from modern synchrotron radiation setups aiming at the extraction of quantitative information on the structure evolution inside the material.
Introduction
Intense, reliable X-ray sources have become generally available at synchrotron facilities. At such sources less than a second is sufficient to expose a low-noise two-dimensional (2D) scattering pattern of an oriented polymer sample. Low noise is required for a quantitative analysis, and anisotropy increases the structure information contained in the pattern. Combined with the most advanced detectors, cycle times of less than a second can be realized. The results of respective experiments offer the potential to strengthen the understanding of structure evolution mechanisms in polymers. Moreover, the new instruments provide very narrow X-ray beams with diameters of less than 1 µm ("microbeams") that permit to study the variation of structure inside the material with the spatial resolution of the beam diameter. Anticipating the expected increase of both quality and data quantity, new methods are required for the quantitative analysis of extensive series of scattering patterns.
Because the scattering of isotropic materials exhibits a rather low information content, their analysis requires substantial model assumptions. This problem is relieved, if oriented materials are studied. Among these materials systems with cylindrical symmetry ("fiber symmetry") play a particularly important role. The reason is that many interesting materials show this kind of symmetry. This class of materials contains synthetic and natural polymer fibers, rods, and extruded parts. For such of materials almost the complete scattering information contained in 3D reciprocal space can be recorded in a single 2D detector frame. Only the size of the detector and the curvature of the Ewald sphere limit [1, 2] the accessible information, the latter causing information loss at wide angles near the meridian (i.e. in the direction of the fiber axis). Thus, unique time-resolved scattering experiments can be carried out with polymer fibers in order to monitor structure evolution, because the complete scattering information can be recorded in a single snapshot. In similar manner it becomes particularly simple to unravel the smearing of the structure gradient in polymer fibers, if 2D scattering patterns from a microbeam scan across the fiber have been measured. The anisotropic scattering of materials with fiber symmetry can be recorded almost completely on a 2D detector. This kind of completeness renders application of scattering theory particularly promising. Based on respective considerations, quantitative data analysis methods can be devised that return wellfounded results on structure variation as a function of time and space, respectively. In the present work 3 methods are presented that have recently been developed in our group in order to evaluate extensive sets of 2D scattering patterns from polymer materials with fiber symmetry.
Structure gradients in polymer fibers
Scientific problem. The structure inside a polymer part may be inhomogeneous. With fibers and extruded strands a core-shell structure is frequent. If such a part is irradiated by an X-ray beam, the recorded pattern is an integral superposition of all the SAXS patterns emerging from the sequence of volume elements (voxels) along the beam path. Such a superposition yields smeared structure information, but the fact that the superposition is a mathematical projection is a good starting point for resolving the problem. The required experimental technique is microbeam scanning [3] [4] [5] , which has been developed long ago. Here the lateral spatial resolution is only limited by the diameter of the beam. Nevertheless, along the beam the structure information remains smeared.
The solution of the problem is tomographic reconstruction. Its implementation is aggravated from the fact that scattering patterns are multidimensional arrays of numbers instead of a single number, as is the case in classical tomography. Thus, tomographic reconstruction of scattering data is difficult. An exception is the case in which uniaxially oriented parts are studied. In this case an approximate reconstruction of the scattering pattern is possible that has exclusively emerged from any chosen voxel located in the irradiated plane perpendicular to the "fiber" axis [6] . Unfortunately, this method is only of academic value. The assumptions on the structure to be studied under which the reconstruction is satisfactory are quite severe. Moreover, the exposure time for the recording of one set of low-noise patterns is still in the order of days and the reconstruction takes a week of computing time, even if the recorded patterns are binned to 128 × 128 pixels.
Solution: X-ray scattering fiber computer tomography. A more practical tomographic method can be devised, if the part to be studied both exhibits macroscopic fiber symmetry, and the structure only varies as a function of the distance from its central axis. By means of this method fibers, pipes, and extruded strands can be investigated. We call it "X-ray scattering fiber computer tomography" (XSF-CT). A complete set of projected scattering patterns is collected in a single microbeam sweep across the fiber, because the set of projections does not change as the sample is rotated about its axis. Compared with full tomography, the recording time is shorter by a factor of at least 100, and the reconstruction time is shorter than the recording time. Moreover, the assumption of a structure with "local fiber symmetry" (LFScf. Fig. 1 ) is sufficient to guarantee perfect reconstruction, and deviations of the real structure from this assumption lead to well-defined [6, 7] reconstruction aberrations from which additional information on the structure itself is obtained. Last but not least, this technique is fast enough to sweep the microbeam across the fiber while the specimen is subjected to thermal or mechanical load. Figure 1 . noneSketch of local fiber symmetry inside the cross-section of the fiber. Each voxel has its own fiber axis (green axes). The cylindrical shape of the voxels is a simplification
In a general tomographic X-ray experiment [8] , a voluminous sample is scanned by a thin X-ray beam. As a function both of the position x of the scanning beam on the sample, and of the sample rotation angle φ , projections (notation: { }) of the absorption {A} (x, φ ) or even of complete scattering patterns {I} (s, x, φ ) are measured, in order to analyze the structure variation in the plane of the sample that is scanned by the X-ray beam [6, 9, 10] . Here s is the scattering vector with |s| = s = (2/λ ) sin θ , the X-ray wavelength λ and the scattering angle 2θ . Tomographic image reconstruction [8, 11, 12] returns either the spatial variation of the absorption in the plane, or of the scattering emanating from the individual voxels in the plane. The aim is to reconstruct a clear image of the inner structure.
Assuming cylindrical symmetry, the fundamental geometry is sketched in Fig. 2a . The information in the measured pattern {I} (s, x) does not represent the sought information I (s, x) originating from the small square (voxel) around the position x. Instead, to a first approximation it is represented by the projection integral
The sought information in image space (I (ρ f )) along the radius ρ f (ρ 2 f = x 2 + y 2 ) of the fiber has to be reconstructed from the information in projection space ({I} (x)).
Eq. (1) is the definition of the Abel transform [12] . In X-ray scattering Eq. (1) is established textbook knowledge [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . There it describes the slit smearing. Even the inverse Abel transform [20] 
is found in scattering textbooks since Guinier [21] and DuMond [22] . Similar to the filtered backprojection algorithm of the general tomography, low-noise reconstruction algorithmsnone [23] [24] [25] for the tomography of materials with cylindrical symmetry are readily available. The idea of the corresponding 1D tomographic reconstruction is sketched in Fig. 2b . Application. In an application-oriented feasibility study [7] composites based on poly(ether)-blockamide (PEBA) are studied. The results from a direct analysis of the smeared measured patterns are compared to results obtained after tomographic reconstruction. Ideas for advanced practical applications of the XSF-CT method are discussed. Figure 3none shows an example. All measured patterns (top row) show a short equatorial streak and strong, arc-shaped reflections at the equator with a long period of 10 nm. Thus, the hard domains of the PEBA appear arranged preferentially transverse to the fiber direction. The tomographic analysis returns a more detailed view. Up to ρ f = 300 µm there is little orientation. The isotropic long period is 10 nm. Let us address the obvious violations of LFS in this fiber. In the core of the strand negative-intensity equatorial streaks indicate over-reconstruction. Thus, at least a fraction of the equatorial streak observed in the shell zone must be attributed [7] to shingle-shaped voids in radial orientation that violate LFS. The central voxel (ρ f = 0) does not fit into the series. The reason is, that another type of LFS violation ("tangential grain" [7] ) leads to a reconstruction aberration that is always accumulated in the central voxel of the reconstructed SAXS. 
Mapping of WAXS patterns
Scientific problem. Wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) patterns of fibers are mapped [26] from the detector plane into reciprocal space before they are analyzed quantitatively. A manual refinement of each pattern appears inacceptable in materials science, where hundreds of patterns per hour are accumulated to monitor structure evolution. A fast and automated procedure is required. Because the fiber tilt may vary during the experiment, the algorithm must be able to track and to compensate such variation.
Solution: Error in geometric equation corrected. It may be worth mentioning that fiber mapping is a problem of pure mathematics. There is a fundamental philosophical difference between mathematical problems and problems from the applied sciences. In the applied sciences it is good practice to search for approximations and to refine them. Concerning a mathematical theorem, the related equation is either correct or wrong. In particular, if a published solution to a geometrical problem is addressed an "approximation" [26, 28] later, it should be clear that the respective problem is still waiting for a rigorous solution.
After revisiting the theoretical treatment of the fiber mapping it has been demonstrated [27] that there is no principal reason to refine an approximate center of the fiber pattern iteratively. Moreover, instead of an approximation [26, 28] of the tilt angle β of the fiber an exact equation [27] can be employed. In a methodical paper [29] an algorithm is presented by which the mapping can be performed automatically. The method is unsuitable for diffuse scattering patterns. If inaccuracies of 2 pixels can be tolerated, refinement can be avoided and the pattern is automatically mapped into reciprocal space in real time.
The procedure. For each series of diffraction patterns from a time-resolved experiment, some mapping parameters must once be determined interactively. Our procedure wf_premap [30] assumes that the studied material exhibits a sharp reflection that is located neither on the equator nor on the meridian. In the example [31] we investigate polypropylene and select its (131) reflection. With the crystallographic caxis parallel to the meridian, the reflection is characterized by the parameters [32] The procedure requires a diffraction pattern as input (a). It generates output both in a "save-set" (ss), and in a background-corrected and mapped diffraction pattern (ab). If the save-set is still undefined, the procedure enters interactive mode and the user is presented the pattern as shown in Fig. 4a .
Obviously, in Fig. 4a the meridian is not vertical and the fiber is tilted. Now the user draws the reflection circle through the maxima of the reflection spots of the (131)-reflection. Thereafter he transforms the circle into a belt that is wide enough to contain the maxima of the spots (Fig. 4a) . Now the user specifies 4 disjoint clips (regions of interest on the reflection circle). This is done by punching out circular regions from the belt (the bottom right one is shown in Fig. 4a ). The clips are the intersections of the belt (white double circle) and the smaller circles. The program determines the positions of the maxima in the clips. From these 4 maxima-positions the best reflection circle is determined by regression. The orientation of the meridian is computed. Based on this information the diffraction pattern is centered and aligned. Finally, the program computes the tilt angle β of the fiber from the upper and lower orientation angles [27] of the spots, δ and δ ′ , respectively, using the exact geometric equation [27] tan β = 4 − λ 2 s 2 r 2λ s r cos δ ′ − cos δ . [28] is obtained after replacing cos θ r = 1 for all θ r . Finally, the save-set ss is filled with the data required for an automatic processing of the complete series of diffraction patterns recorded in a time-resolved X-ray diffraction experiment of materials with fiber symmetry. If the procedure wf_premap is called with a well-defined save-set, the interactive part is skipped, and the geometry of the 4 clips is taken from the save-set. From the peak positions in the clips the actual fiber tilt angle β is computed. Finally, the mapping into reciprocal space is accomplished by the routine [30] wf_map. The function call wave> rec=wf_map(ss,ab) maps the diffraction pattern ab into reciprocal space using the save-set ss. The result is rec. A detailed description is in the original paper [29] . Figure 4b shows a typical result obtained by automatic direct mapping. Because the result pattern is in reciprocal space, it should exhibit symmetry in 4 quadrants. Thus, the quality of the mapping can be assessed by comparison to a 4-quadrant average of the pattern.
Application. In a WAXD study [31] , uniaxially oriented polypropylene (PP) is molten and crystallized isothermally from the oriented, quiescent melt. The material bends during temperature treatment. Figure 5 shows the fiber tilt angle β (t, T ) from one of the experiments. The smooth tracking curve demonstrates the reliability of the tilt-angle determination. After the mapping the intensity distribution is known almost everywhere in reciprocal space except for a wedge region near the meridian (cf. Fig. 4b ). Thus, reflection intensities can readily be integrated in reciprocal space. In reciprocal space the relation between scattering and structure is clear from scattering theory [19, 31] , and structural data can be computed [31] , e.g., from total intensities (crystallinity) and integral breadths (crystallite sizes). Figure 6 shows the evolution of the weight crystallinities of the two differently oriented sets of crystallites (c-set and a * -set) at 3 different crystallization temperatures. Latency periods between the quench and the start of the crystallization, as well as crystallization velocities of the two kind of crystallites are extracted from these data. Finally, conclusions concerning the crystallization mechanisms can be drawn [31] . Figure 6 . Evolution of relative weight crystallinities S, and S * of c-oriented crystallites (dashed regression lines) and a * -oriented crystals (solid regression lines), resp. during isothermal, oriented crystallization of hard-elastic PP from a quiescent melt as a function of crystallization temperature. Double-head arrows pointing at the t-axis indicate the first sighting of the a * -set (full arrow head), and of the c-set (open arrow head), respectively 4. Monitoring low-strain mechanical tests with high precision Scientific problem. Subjected to mechanical tests, the common thermoplastic polymers fail at much lower strain than elastomers. Thus, the investigation of fatigue and failure mechanisms requires that both the macroscopic mechanical data and nanoscopic structural parameters are monitored with very high accuracy. Searching for advanced polymer composites, new materials must prove their serviceability in mechanical tests. In order to study the underlying mechanisms, the mechanical tests can be monitored by SAXS. With the advent of very high-brilliance synchrotron sources it will soon become possible to record low-noise 2D SAXS patterns with such high cycle frequencies that the mechanical tests can even be performed at strain rates of industrial relevance. Thus, automated methods must be designed The center of the long-period peak in γ 1 (x) = γ 2 (x, 0) is fitted by a parabola (dashed line) to compute the distance between the fiducial marks by which the experimental parameters can be extracted with high precision. Our latest methodical development [34] permits to determine the macroscopic strain of the sample at the point of irradiation with an accuracy of 3 decimals. Such high precision is required for thermoplastic materials that fail at low strains (ε b ≈ 0.1).
Solution. The method evaluates a sequence of video frames taken during the measurement, extracts the grating of the fiducial marks on the sample from the actual video image, computes its 1D correlation function, and evaluates its "long period" peak. The same high-accuracy peak-shape analysis is used to extract nanostructure parameters from SAXS data. Determination of the macroscopic strain ε starts from video frames taken of a sample that carries fiducial marks (see Fig. 7a ). Once for an experiment the user has to provide some input. It is based on the first image of the series. The center of the X-ray beam on the sample is marked by a cross in the image. Close to this center the user defines a rectangular region of interest (ROI), ρ ′ m (x, y). In Fig. 7a this region is bordered by a dashed line. x and y are pixel coordinates in the direction of strain and perpendicular to it, respectively. The same ROI is applied to all video frames of the experiment. The ROI itself is structured by the fiducial marks running perpendicular to the straining direction. From such a structure function ρ ′ m (x, y) the 2D correlation function [35, 36] 
m (x, y) about its averageρ m , and the autocorrelation being defined by the integral
In Fig. 7b the visible caps demonstrate, where γ 2 (x, y) is positive. The macroscopic strain ε in straining direction is computed from the section γ 1 (x) = ⌈γ 2 (x, y)⌉ 1 (x) of γ 2 in straining direction. presents this curve and its analysis. Its first peak indicates the long-period. This is the actual average distance between the fiducial marks, ℓ. A parabola (dashed line) is fitted to the long-period maximum, and the position of its vertex is determined (arrow) with an accuracy of 0.01 pixels. Let ℓ 0 the initial distance between the marks, then the macroscopic strain is ε m = ℓ/ℓ 0 − 1. Concerning the scattering patterns, similar analysis is possible. Nevertheless, the peaks observed in the scattering pattern or in the CDF [37] computed from the pattern are no longer 1D but 2D -positioned in the plane (s 12 , s 3 ) or (r 12 , r 3 ), respectively. Again, the user defines a ROI in which the analysis procedure searches for the peak maximum, extracts the peak cap, and fits now a bivariate [38] polynomial of 2nd order to it. From the coefficients of the polynomial several parameters are readily determined. Most important are the peak position and the widths of the peak in meridional and equatorial directions, respectively. Thus, the evolution of these parameters during the experiment can be tracked automatically.
Application. Slow continuous mechanical tests of oriented PP are monitored [39] by SAXS and quantitatively evaluated by the CDF [37] method. Fatigue is studied in a load-reversal experiment (between 10% and 35% strain, Fig. 8 ). In each cycle crystallization, layer break, and relaxation melting are observed. Figure 9 presents the result. The top chart shows the strain, ε (t), imposed to the material and determined at the point of X-ray irradiation. The four load-reversal cycles are easily identified. The chart in the middle reports the extracted nanostructure parameters, L (t), e cac (t), and S (t). The bottom diagram presents the macroscopic stress, σ (t), which the material is opposing to strain. The figure shows that crystallization, rupture of lamellae and melting of fragments are continuously reshaping the domains of the PP material in the cycles of the fatigue test. The long-period cycle exhibits a phase shift with respect to the imposed strain cycling. Fatigue is demonstrated in the curve σ (t) by decreasing stress peaks. An in-depth discussion of the zones indicated in Fig. 9 is in the original paper [39] . In particular, the combination of SAXS and fatigue test shows the transition from stress-induced crystallization to crystallite rupture σ (t) ≈ 20 MPa. 
Conclusions
During the first decades of synchrotron radiation experiments in polymer science data analysis technique was more advanced than the instruments. This situation has reversed recently. The corresponding data evaluation bottleneck may be remedied by new data evaluation methods that correspond to modern instrumental technique. The presented methods are part of the effort to alleviate the actual problem. Nevertheless, the progress in the field of instrumentation is fast and other measures must be found to keep up. Here it would be possible to move part of the data evaluation business from the individual user to the synchrotron facility. Moreover, standardization and modularization of software could help to further alleviate the problem.
